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Optical vortex phase masks are now installed at many ground-based large telescopes for high-contrast astronomical imaging. To date, such instrumental advances have been restricted to the use of helical phase masks of the lowest even order, while future giant telescopes will require high-order masks. Here we propose a single-stage on-axis scheme to create high-order vortex coronagraphs based on secondorder vortex phase masks. By extending our approach to an off-axis design, we also explore the implementation of multiple-star vortex coronagraphy. An experimental laboratory demonstration is reported and supported by numerical simulations. These results offer a practical roadmap to the development of future coronagraphic tools with enhanced performances. Understanding the formation, the evolution and surprising di versity of extrasolar planets is one of the major challenges of modern astrophysics. Since the early observations by Mayor and Queloz more than two decades ago [1] , a few thousands of exoplanets have been detected [2] . Although the easiest way to get information about their surface or their atmosphere is the direct observation, only a few of them have been imaged di rectly. In practice, understanding the evolution of planetary sys tems and other faint astronomical objects, as well as the conditions of appearance of life other than on the earth thus depends on the development of high dynamic range imaging techniques. More specifically, the study of planets similar to those of the solar system is associated with two main difficulties: the high intensity contrast and the small angular separation between planets and their host stars. Coronagraphs are the in struments designed for such tasks. They allow selective suppres sion of the starlight to reveal the surrounding planets, if they lie at an angular separation larger than the inner working angle. The latter is usually defined as the angle where the flux of a planet is attenuated by 50% with respect to its far away value.
A particular kind of coronagraph the vortex coronagraph combines diffraction limited inner working angle, high throughput, and clear off axis discovery space. The concept was introduced more than 10 years ago [3, 4] and consists of imparting a helical phase profile to the optical field in the Fourier plane of a tele scope. Namely, the basic ingredient is a vortex phase mask ideally characterized with a pure phase transmission function τ l ϕ expilϕ for the light field, with l being an even integer and ϕ being the polar angle in the transverse plane, which ensures that the diffraction of on axis incident light redistributes it outside the geometric image of the input pupil in the case of a circular aper ture [5] . Therefore, the diffracted light can be totally suppressed by placing a diaphragm (so called Lyot stop) in the reimaged input pupil plane. Vortex coronagraphs have been found to be promising enough to foster long term design and manufac turing efforts to produce a helical phase mask of the second order (l 2). Depending on the considered spectral range, a few technologies have been developed, e.g., (1) subwavelength gra tings [3] today at work in several ground based large telescopes [6] , (2) liquid crystal polymer masks [7] that have also been implemented on a few instruments [8, 9] , and (3) photonic crys tals [10] . Future giant telescopes will require the management of pointing noise/errors, lower order aberrations, and finite spatial extension of the source, which implies the development of higher order vortex masks. Their realization is especially difficult for subwavelength gratings [6, 11] , while liquid crystal polymers allow easier fabrication of a vector vortex phase mask of the order higher than two [12] .
Here we propose a solution to create high order vortex coro nagraphs that can be readily implemented using already devel oped second order vortex coronagraphs, hence offering a practical solution for subwavelength gratings that fit well in the mid infrared domain. The idea relies on cascading N helical phase masks τ 2 in order to get an effective helical phase mask τ 2N . Then we extend this approach to an off axis design, en abling N star vortex coronagraphy in a simpler way and with better performances than the previous laboratory demonstra tion [13] . In both cases, we report on experimental and numeri cal investigations in the case of a double vortex mask (N 2). The generalization to higher order situations is conceptually straightforward.
The experimental setup used to address the laboratory dem onstration of our two propositions is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . It consists of two point sources located at the infinity (aka "star 1" and "star 2") simulated by two laser beams with wavelengths 1 λ 633 nm that propagate at an angle α 1;2 from the axis of a telescope made by two identical plano convex lenses L 1 with focal length f 1 100 mm. A clear circular aperture of radius R 1 1 mm made of a metallic iris is placed in front of the first lens of the telescope and defines the input pupil plane. The latter is reimaged in the exit pupil plane located at a distance 2f 1 from the second lens of the telescope, where a second iris with radius R 2 0.75 mm is placed and plays the role of the Lyot stop. Downstream, the setup allows us to switch between exit pupil imaging and source imaging according to a lens and a camera, as sketched in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. Finally, the double vortex mask is placed in the Fourier plane of the telescope.
We use a double vortex mask prepared from two identical vectorial vortex masks (VM 1;2 ) made of a radially patterned liquid crystal polymer thin film acting as a half wave plate (HWP) whose optical axis orientation angle is given by ψ ϕ [14] . The latter material structuring is illustrated by the four brush pattern observed between crossed linear polarizers; see Fig. 1 (e). From a general point of view, considering plane waves and neglecting diffraction, such elements transform an arbitrary polarized incident field E in E 0 ac bc − , where c x iy∕ 2 p refers to the unit circular polarization basis in the x; y transverse plane, and a; b are constants; into the output field, E out E 0 ac − e 2iϕ bc e −2iϕ [15] . In other words, they behave as second order vortex masks with transmission functions τ 2 for the two orthogonal circular polarization states. Thus, by selecting an incident circular polarization and sandwiching a standard HWP between the two centered vortex masks, one gets the following field trans formation that does not depend on the HWP orientation up to an unimportant constant phase factor:
Equation (1) emphasizes that the spin orbit arithmetic is a generic option to manipulate electromagnetic fields from geo metric phase optical elements [16] . This allows us to obtain a fourth order vortex mask with second order material structur ing. This is illustrated by the eight brush pattern observed between crossed linear polarizers; see Fig. 1(f ) . In practice, a 23 μm thick spacer is placed between the ∼100 μm thick HWP and VM 1 as depicted in Fig. 1(d) , while VM 2 is ap proached near contact to HWP by a precision translation stage. The vortex masks are individually placed on a three dimensional translation stages enabling precise relative and absolute alignment. Circular polarizer/analyzer (CP/CA) are placed at the input/output of the telescope in order to get rid of residual VMs imperfections; see Fig. 1(a) . In general, we note that the smaller the distance between VM 1 and VM 2 , the better is the expected performance of the effective fourth order VM. In our case, the diffraction length associated with L 1 (>0.5 cm) is much larger than the VM interdistance which, therefore, is neglected when performing simulations.
Accordingly, the realization of a fourth order optical vortex coronagraph is demonstrated in Fig. 2 is removed. The recorded images are compared with the ana lytical intensity patterns I l r 0 if r < R 1 and I l r jR 1 ∕rP 1 jlj−1 R 1 ∕rj 2 otherwise where P 1 jlj−1 is the radial Zernike polynomial [17] . Quantitatively, the coronagraphic ef fect is evaluated by measuring the total power transmitted after the Lyot stop as a function of the angle α between the source propagation direction and the telescope axis; see Fig. 2(c) where α diff 0.61λ∕R 1 is the diffraction limit. Experimental data are compared with numerical simulations according to the expres sion of the transmittance through the Lyot stop, T l α∝ R 2π 0 R R 2 0 jF −1 fτ l ϕF fcircr∕R 1 expikr sinαggj 2 rdrdϕ, where k 2π∕λ, F (F −1 ) refers to the (inverse) Fourier trans form and circr∕R 1 1 for r < R 1 and 0 otherwise. An ob tained agreement validates the proposed single stage cascading approach.
Moreover, advanced coronagraphic functionality can be achieved by displacing the masks VM 1;2 from their initial position x; y 0; 0 to x 1;2 ; y 1;2 , which is done by trans lating the two vortex masks in the Fourier plane of the tele scope. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(g ) which displays a typical image of a double off axis vortex mask observed between crossed linear polarizers. In general, by considering the presence (Λ 1) or not (Λ 1) of the HWP, we obtain the field transformation
Following a previous work on the simultaneous eclipsing of multiple star systems by using independent localized second order laser induced vortex phase masks [13] , the proposed double off axis vortex mask appears as an interesting upgrade since (1) there is no need to introduce a laser driving system inside the telescope, (2) an optimized solid state second order vortex mask can be used, and (3) the discovery space is no longer endowed with intrinsic dead zones. This is quantitatively investigated from numerical simulations in what follows.
First, we evaluate the coronagraphic performance of a dou ble off axis mask toward the nulling of a mutually incoherent binary source separated by an angle α α 1 α 2 , taking α 1 α 2 and centering VM 1;2 on star 1 and 2, respectively. Namely, assuming without loss of generality, that the propagation direc tion of the two sources lie in the x; z plane, we set x 1;2 ; y 1;2 αf 1 ∕2; 0. Following Eq. (2), the correspond ing transmission function expresses as τx; y; α x αf 1 ∕2 iy
where the sign refers to handedness of the incident circular polarization state, which has no influence on the obtained results. Quantitatively, we evaluate the joint binary power extinction ratio defined as the ratio between the power outside and inside the Lyot stop, R power α RR x 2 y 2 >R 2 2 I x; y; αdxdy∕ RR x 2 y 2 <R 2 2 I x; y; αdxdy where I I 1 I 2 is the sum of the intensity profiles of the two sources (here chosen to be identical) in the exit pupil plane with I 1 x; y; α jF −1 fτx; y; αF fcirc x 2 y 2 p ∕R 1 expikx sinα∕2ggj 2 and I 2 x; y; α I 1 x; y; α.
The results of simulations are shown in Fig. 3 for Λ 1 , where the comparison with optimally located second order (thick blue curve) and fourth order (thick red curve) single vortex masks is also reported. The latter optimization refers to the fact that R power depends both on the location of a single vortex mask and the angular separation of the binary sources: the best location for a single second order vortex mask is on axis [i.e., x; y 0; 0] for α∕α diff ≲ 1.39 and centered on the Airy profile of one of the two sources [i.e., x; y αf 1 ∕2; 0] otherwise. A similar behavior is found in the case of a single fourth order vortex mask, but with a tran sition at α∕α diff ≃ 2.40. From these data, we conclude that a double mask with HWP always has a higher overall rejection than a single second order mask, while this remains true for a single fourth order mask only for α ≳ 1.32. We note the nec essary presence of HWP for α ≲ α diff , which can be qualita tively understood recalling that the effective mask tends to be uniform as α → 0 when Λ 1, while it tends to a charge 4 vortex mask when Λ 1 [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) ]. In con trast, for α ≳ α diff , the extinction is slightly better when the HWP is absent. Overall, the most robust situation refers to the case when HWP is present, which corresponds to present experimental investigations.
We also investigate the ability to reveal a faint source in the neighborhood of a binary star as a function of its angular position by evaluating the ratio η I max planet ∕I max binary ON ∕ I max planet ∕I max binary OFF where I max planet refers to the peak intensity of a tertiary source (aka "planet"), I max binary refers to the peak in tensity of the binary star system, and labels ON/OFF refer to situations when the binary star coronagraph is at work or not. Therefore, the larger the latter ratio, the better is the corona graphic effect. The results are shown in Fig. 4 in the case of a planet with arbitrary location within the range 5 < α x;y ∕α diff < 5 for two binary star systems characterized with α 2α diff [ Fig. 4(a) ] and α 5α diff [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Such maps emphasize one of the advantages of the single stage cascading approach versus the previous one based on laser induced multiple vortex masks [13] regarding an enhanced discovery space without dead zones.
Finally, an experimental demonstration is made in the case of two binary star systems characterized with α 2α diff and α 5α diff . In practice, we reimage the binary source in the presence of the Lyot stop when the double phase mask is at work or not, see Figs. 5(a) 5(d). In all cases, we also report on the corresponding simulations; see panels (e) and (f ) in Fig. 5 . Quantitatively, the recorded peak to peak intensity at tenuation of the joint binary star when the coronagraph is ac tivated is ≃30 when α 2α diff and ≃310 when α 5α diff .
Summarizing, we have proposed and demonstrated a novel route to achieve (1) high charge optical vortex coronagraphy and (2) multiple optical vortex coronagraphy from a single stage strategy using spin orbit arithmetic associated with the cascade of several second order vortex phase masks. Importantly, the pro posed approach does not require the development of higher order or inhomogeneous vortex phase masks. The practical consequence is that state of the art second order vortex phase masks already at work in large telescopes [6] could be combined to create and test high charge vortex coronagraphs. This implies the realization of HWPs having similar throughput and retardance performances which, however, does not represent a technological challenge. Moreover, the present scheme simplifies drastically the practical implementation of a multiple star vortex coronagraph. Recalling that a stellar multiplicity is a rather common event [18] , the de velopment of such a direct imaging tool is welcome. To date, a few proposals and attempts have been reported [19 23 ], but the assets of optical vortex coronagraphy are emerging only very recently in that context [13] . For this reason, the results in this Letter offer a practical roadmap to the realization of future coronagraphic tools with enhanced performances. Finally, we recall the need for achromatic solutions when developing vortex phase masks for coronagraphy, and we note that existing approaches for both subwavelength gratings [24] and liquid crystal polymer technolo gies [25] could be directly used when cascading low order phase masks.
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